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We prove that if X,, ,I’,,..., ,I’,, are pairwise disjoint sets of points in a linear 
space, each of cardinality n, whose union Uf=, X,, is not collinear, then there are at 
least (k- 1)n lines in the space, which intersect at least two of the X,‘s. Equality 
occurs if and only if k = n + 1 and X1 ,..., X, ,. , are obtained by taking n + 1 con- 
current lines in a projective plane of order n, and omitting, from each of them, their 
common point. When n = 1, this reduces to a theorem of de Bruijn and Erdos 
(Indag. Math. 10 (1948), 421423). i‘i 1985 Academic press. inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A linear space, is a pair S = (9, Y), where 9 is a nonempty set, called 
the points, and 9 is a collection of subsets of 9, called the lines, which 
satisfy the following condition: for any two distinct points x, y E 9, there is 
a unique L E 9, such that (x, y} c L. This L is sometimes denoted by 
[x, JJ]. Thus, a projective plane of order n, can be defined as a linear space 
with n2 + n + 1 points, such that any two lines intersect, and there are 4 
points, no 3 of them collinear. If XI,..., X, c 9, we shall denote by 
ux, ,...> X,), the set of lines, which intersect at least two of the Xis. 
de Bruijn and Erdos proved in [ 11, that if x1,..., xk are distinct, non- 
collinear points, then 1 L( {x I } ,..., { xk ) )I > k. 
Here, motivated by Problem 13.14 in [Z], we first prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose X, ,..., Xk are pairwise disjoint sets of points in a 
linear space, IX,) =)X21 = ... = IX,1 = n, and X = uF=, Xi is not collinear. 
Then 
I L( X, ,..., X,)1 2 (k - 1) n. (1) 
Next, we characterize equality. Let L(X1 ,..., X,) = {L, ,..., L,}, then: 
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THEOREM 2. (a) Let S= (9, 3’) be a projective plane of order n, and 
M Mn.1 1 ,..., be all the lines through a point p. Let k = n + 1 and 
X,=M,\{p} for 1 < j<n+ 1. Then 
1 L(X, ,..., X,)1 = (k - 1) n. 
(b) Conversely, suppose there is equality 1 L(XI ,..., X,)( = m = 
(k - 1) n, in (1). Then k = n + 1, and the following structure is a projective 
plane of order n: The set of points is Xv {p}, where p is a point not in X. 
The lines are: L,nX ,..., L,znX,X,u {p} ,..., Xn+,u {p}. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let L(X, ,..., X,) = (L, ,..., L,}. Denote I,= ILinXl, I,= ILinXjl for 
1di<m,1<jdk,andletd(x)=~{i:x~L~}~ forxEX. 
Claim 1. If x E Xi\Li then d(x) 2 li - I,. 
Proof If y E L,n (x\Xj) then obviously cx Yl E L(X, ,..., X/c). 
Moreover, if y’ E Lin (x\X,) and y’ # y then [x y] # [x y’] or else we 
would have x E [y y’] = L,. Therefore we conclude 
d(x)> lL,n(qXi)l =I;-I,. 1 
Claim 2. d(x)tm for ail XEX. 
Proof d(x) = m implies that ny=, Lj = {x}. X is not collinear, therefore 
m > 2, and so, if x E Xi, then there exist x, EL, n X,, x2 E L, n X,, with 
t #j, s # j. Now, if t fs then [xi x2] E L(X, ,..., X,), but obviously 
x $ [xi x2], contradicting fly! i Li = {x}. Therefore t = s, and so n = IX,1 2 
I(x,,x,}l=2.Hence,wecanchoosey~X,, y#x,andsincey$L,nL,,we 
may assume y $ L,. As before, we get [x, y] E L(X, ,..., X,), but x # [xi y], 
which is again a contradiction. 1 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 1, we consider two possibilities: 
Case 1. For some i and j, fi - I, = (k - 1) n. In this case, since lj - 1, = 
(L,nU,.,X,161U,zjX,I=(k-l)n, it follows that UIzjXIcLi. But 
X= Uf= r X, is not collinear, hence there exists XE X,\L,. By Claim 1, 
d(x) z li - I, = (k - 1) n. Therefore, since the line Li does not contain x, we 
deduce ) L( X, ,..., X,)1 ad(x)+ 1 >(k-l)n+ 1, and so we are done. 
Case 2. (k - 1) n > li - I, for all i and j. We have to show, that 
m 2 (k - 1) n. Suppose, to the contrary, that m < (k - 1) n. Now, let 
XE X,\L,. By Claim 1, 
d(x) 2 Ii - I,. (2) 
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And so, by Claim 2, and the assumption m < (k - 1) n, 
0 < m - d(x) < (k - 1) n - (li - iii). 
Dividing (2) by (3), we obtain for all XEX;\L,, 




Now, let us sum (4), over all triples T = {(x, i, j): x E $,\L,}. The left side is 
c 
4x1 
(r.i,j)t Tm - d(x) 
(5) 
We have used the facts that I (i: .x6 Li}l = m - d(x), and that CxaX d(x), 
Cy= I I,, both express the cardinality of {(x, i): x E L,}. Summation of the 
right side of (4) yields 
c 
Ii - I, 
,.y.j.;jE r (k - 1) n - t/i - I;,) 
(6) 
because (X,\L,( = n - I,. 
Claim 3. Ifw=~~=,wi,andwj>w-(k-l)nforeveryl<j<k,then 
j=, (k- 1) n-(w--j) ’ 
Equality occurs if and only if w, = w2 = . . . = wk. 
Proof 
i (n-W,)(W-Wj) (n - Wj)(W - w,) 
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Setting u=(k-l)n-w, we get u+u;>O for 1 <j,<k, and so 
k w-kw,- k 1 k 
c ----c (w;-w,)= c = 
j=l “+w, 
c 
I r=l 1 <,,i< k ” + u’, 
And there is equality if and only if ~1, = M’* = ... = wk. 1 
Now, for each 1 < i < rn, let us apply Claim 3 to l;,, f,Z ,..., I,, whose sum 
is 1;. We obtain 
Finally, by applying (5), (4), (6), and (7) consecutively, we deduce 
which yields the desired contradiction. Therefore we must 




3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
(a) It is clear that L(X, ,..., xk) = L?\{M ,,..., M,, ,}. Therefore 
IL@-, ‘..., Xk)l=I~\{M1,...,M,+1}1=n2=(k-l)n. 
(b) Assume there is equality, m = (k - 1) n, in Theorem 1. Then, for any 
i and j, lj - I,< (k - 1) n, or else Case 1 of Theorem 1 applies, and we get 
mb (k - 1) n + 1. Now, as in the proof of (4), for all XE Xj\L, we have 
4x1 li - I, 
m-d(x)‘(k- l)n-(/i-/y)’ 
(9) 
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Summing (9) over T, as in Theorem 1, we obtain (compare with (8)) 
Now both inequalities in (10) are equalities. The middle one implies that 
for any i, j, and x E X,\L,: 
d(x)=zi-zv. (11) 
The right equality in (lo), implies (see (8)), that for every 1 < i < m, 
equality holds in (7). By Claim 3, this can happen only if for every 
1 <idm, 
lil = Ii2 = . . . = I, = 1Jk. (12) 
Claim 4. For every i and j, 1, = 1 Xj A Lil = 1, and li = k. 
ProojI Assume, to the contrary, that {x1, x2} c Xjn Li. As we already 
remarked, JL,n Urzj X,J=li-I,<(k-l)n=JU,,jX,J, and so there 
exists a point x $ Xj u Li. Let L, = [x x,]. We show that d(x*) > I, - I, + 1. 
As in the proof of Claim 1, all I, - I, lines [xz y], with y E L, n (flXj) are 
distinct. Lj= [x2 x1] is another line through x2 and is not one of the 
above, since it intersects L, in x,, which belongs to X,. Therefore 
d(x,) 2 I, - I, + 1, and this contradicts (11). Hence I, = IX, n Li( < 1 for all 
i and j. This in turn implies, by (12), that Zi, = Ii2 = ... = I, = 1, and 
Zi= k. i 
Claim 5. k=n+l. 
Proof. We count, in two ways, the number of elements in 
C= {(i, {x, y}): {x, y} c Lie .r, y belong to different X,‘s}. 
On one hand, by Claim 4, each line in L(X,,..., X,) contains k points, one 
from each Xi. So 
On the other hand, any pair of points from different Xj’s, is contained in a 
unique L,, so 
JC( = (:> n*. 
Therefore k - 1 = n. 1 
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Now we can complete the proof of the theorem. Recall, that the structure 
we have defined, has Xv {p} as its set of points (where p # X), and 
L,nX ,..., Ln2nX, X,u (p} ,..., X,+,u {p}, as its lines (k=n-i- 1 so 
m=(k-l)n=nI). 
This defines a linear space, because if x, y belong to the same X,, then, 
by Claim 4, {x, y } is contained in no Li. If x, y belong to different Xi’s, 
then, by delinition, (x, y} is contained in a unique Li. Finally, if, say x = p 
and .r E X,, then X,u {p) is the only line in the structure that contains 
i-x, Y}. 
We note that each line in our structure has n + 1 points. This is obvious 
for lines of the form Xju {p}. For the others, we use Claims 4 and 5, to 
obtain (L, n XI = li = k = n + 1. It is also clear that n > 2, else n = 1 would 
imply k = IZ + 1 = 2, and so (XI = 2, and X would be collinear. 
By the preceding remarks, our structure is a linear space with rz2 + n + 1 
points (n > 2), and n2 + n + 1 lines, each containing n + 1 points. It is easy 
to show that such structure is a projective plane of order n. 1 
We conclude with the following conjecture which has been suggested by 
the referee: 
Suppose X, ,..., X, are pairwise disjoint sets of points in a linear space 
IX,1 B 1x21 > ... 3 IX,1 and Uf=, Xi is not collinear. Then 
IL(X,,..., X,)1 2 i Wil 
i=2 
and equality occurs only in the case of Theorem 2. 
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